Just as it may be unrealistic to expect that most subordinates will never make an accidental misstep in following directions, so too, proposing and deciding officials can err when performing the procedures for implementing adverse actions. However, most procedural mistakes by proposing and deciding officials can be fixed.

Some of the procedures to implement an adverse action come from regulations, some from statutes, and some are the result of court decisions about employees’ constitutional rights. The procedure type can determine the consequences for the agency’s failure to follow instructions. For example, by statute, before removal, an employee is entitled to notice and a period of not less than 7 days to respond. However, notice and a response opportunity is also a right under the Supreme Court’s interpretation of the Due Process Clause of the U.S. Constitution. Because the notice and response rights are “substance” owed to the person by the Government, they are “substantive rights,” even though the substance in question is a specific activity. When a right is “substantive,” the individual is entitled to have it, irrespective of how little influence that right may have exercised on the Government’s decision to act. An adverse action that violates a substantive right cannot stand.

In contrast, a procedural right has to do with a set of processes – it is more about the system than it is about the person using the system. For example, the statute for removing Federal employees states that the action will not take place for 30 days. This waiting period is a “procedural right.” When a procedural right is violated, an adjudicator must perform an additional analysis to determine the remedy. This is known as the harmful error test. Under this test, once the non-substantive procedural error is found, for the action to be reversed, the appellant must show that it is likely that the error caused the agency to reach a conclusion different from the one it would have reached in the absence or cure of the error. For example, in Hawkins v. Department of the Navy, an agency erroneously shortened the statutorily required notice period by 8 days. The Board found that the underlying action could be sustained (with compensation added for the missing 8 days) because the employee was provided his substantive rights (adequate notice and the opportunity to respond) and the procedural error (fewer days of notice than set forth in statute) had no effect on the outcome – the employee would still have been removed 8 days later.
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